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Background: In problem gambling, normative personalized feedback interventions have

demonstrated promising effects. Given the widespread increase in online gambling

in recent years, internet-delivered normative feedback may serve as a promising

intervention. This study aimed to examine whether such an intervention, delivered by

a gambling operator and aiming to help problem gamblers decrease their gambling, may

in fact be associated with lower gambling practices post-intervention.

Methods: Online questions on norms and beliefs about one’s own and peers’ gambling

habits, derived from the Gambling Quantity and Perceived Norms Scale, were followed

by personalized feedback, delivered online by the Swedish state-owned gambling

operator. A total of 1,453 gamblers consented to participate in a pre-post measure of

wagering levels.

Results: Wagering decreased significantly post-intervention (28 days) compared to pre-

intervention (28 days prior). The decrease was significantly more pronounced in younger

and online casino gamblers. In an 84-day follow-up, the decrease remained significant,

although less pronounced.

Conclusions: An online normative intervention delivered by a state-owned gambling

operator, addressing norms and beliefs about gambling levels, may lower risky gambling

in the short term. Implications and further research needs are discussed.

Keywords: gambling disorder, online gambling, problem gambling, normative feedback, motivational intervention,

behavioral feedback

BACKGROUND

Problem gambling, including the diagnostic construct of a gambling disorder (1), affects a
significant minority of the population worldwide, with prevalence estimations ranging up to ∼5%
of the population (2, 3). A gambling disorder diagnosis is typically characterized by a gambling
pattern involving increasing amounts of money, a “chasing losses” behavior (i.e., where a person
returns to gambling primarily in order to try to win back the money lost), lying to family members
and friends, and continued gambling despite negative consequences (1). Gambling disorder may
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be associated with severe social and health consequences (4),
including comorbid psychiatric diagnoses, psychological distress
as a consequence of debts (5, 6), suicidal ideation (7), and
an increased risk of suicide (8). Despite increasing scientific
support for treatment involving cognitive–behavioral therapeutic
approaches, treatment seeking for problem gambling has been
described to be low (9, 10). In most settings, a majority of
problem gamblers are men (2), although, in recent years, scholars
have argued that high-risk gambling has becomemore acceptable
among women and that the difference in the prevalence of
gambling problems between men and women may be decreasing
(6, 11–14).

In recent years, researchers have increasingly highlighted
the role of gambling operators in primary and secondary
prevention of problem gambling, through different responsible
gambling measures. These may include interventions addressing
problem gambling in close proximity to the gambling situation,
such as through direct communication from a gambling
operator detecting a pattern of problem gambling (15–17).
One opportunity for brief intervention in problem gambling
may be to address individuals’ beliefs about their gambling
in comparison to the gambling patterns of their peers. It has
been suggested that, in the general population, when assessing
beliefs about the extent of peers’ gambling, problem gamblers
report beliefs about more intense gambling in their peers
than do non-problem gamblers (18). Studies have also shown
that many college students tend to overestimate the gambling
expenditure of their peers, and also that these overestimations
are positively associated with the students’ own frequency of
gambling, their gambling expenditures, and gambling-related
harm. Thus, discrepancies between perceived and actual norms
for college gambling are of relevance to college students’
gambling behaviors and gambling-related problems (19, 20).
Personalized feedback interventions, addressing gamblers’ beliefs
about their own gambling compared to the gambling of their
peers, have been reported to have promising effects on measures
of problem gambling (21, 22).

The theory behind the intervention relies on the assumption
that individuals may experience misperceptions about how
much other people—in life situations similar to their own—
gamble. This theory has previously been applied in the field of
alcohol use disorders and has expanded to the field of problem
gambling. The rationale of a personalized, normative feedback
intervention in gambling is theoretically to help individuals
reflect on their own levels of gambling, possibly in order to
correct such misperceptions and in order to help them decrease
their gambling (21).

Previous studies addressing normative interventions in
gambling have included mainly university students or general
young adult populations. Few studies have assessed these
interventions among customers of a gambling operator (22–
25). In a study on online interventions in poker gamblers,
a brief personalized normative feedback was limited by high
dropout in the study but showed acceptability comparable to
more elaborate therapeutic interventions (26). In another study,
Auer and Griffiths provided promising findings from a voluntary
behavioral feedback intervention system at a gambling operator’s

site (15). Theoretically, when provided directly by a gambling
operator, interventions aiming to help at-risk gamblers reduce or
discontinue their gambling can be provided in closer temporal
association with a gambling session than could any other
motivational or therapeutic intervention, such as those provided
by a service offering treatment or support. The opportunity for
interventions in close association with the gambling situation is a
potentially important part of the responsible gambling strategies
of gambling operators. The concept of providing gambling,
while maintaining primary and secondary preventive tools for
gambling problems, has been described in a limited number
of publications. Examples of such interventions include direct
feedback and motivational contact from state-owned gambling
operators to clients presenting a potentially hazardous gambling
behavior (17) and gambling-reducing measures such as loss
limits (27).

The present study aimed to address gamblers’ norms and
beliefs about their own gambling habits and those of their
peers and thereby intended to assess whether interventional
feedback on these beliefs has the potential to decrease gambling
when delivered by a gambling operator as a responsible
gambling intervention. This approach could potentially reach
at-risk gamblers in direct association with their gambling and
independent of treatment settings. The study intervention,
consisting of a normative test intended to stimulate gamblers’
own reflections and motivational processes, was delivered to
clients of the state-owned Swedish gambling operator AB Svenska
Spel, either because the clients were shown to be at risk of
problem gambling or because they actively sought this kind of
normative testing. More specifically, the study aimed to assess
whether a normative test and the delivery of feedback may lower
the level of wagering and which factors, such as gender, age,
type of gambling, and the reason for taking the test, would
be associated with decreased wagering post-intervention. The
primary aim of the study was to address changes in wagering
during a post-intervention period corresponding to the time
frame studied pre-intervention (4 weeks). Additionally, this
study examined whether a potential decrease in wagering may
persist during 12 weeks after the intervention.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design
This was a longitudinal study measuring gambling patterns
prior to and after an online-based intervention to clients of the
state-owned gambling operator AB Svenska Spel. The study was
conducted in a collaboration between Lund University and AB
Svenska Spel. The present study was carried out in the subsection
of AB Svenska Spel providing gambling on various types of sports
betting, as well as an online casino, bingo, and poker (Svenska Spel
Sport & Casino). The rationale for the analyses in these forms
of gambling is the suggested high addictive potential of sports
betting and online casino gambling in treatment-seeking patients
in the present setting (28).
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Setting
Following a new regulation in use since January 2019, the Swedish
gambling market is a licensed market. Gambling operators are
granted licenses from a governmental authority, provided they
follow a number of universal responsible gambling policies
including the adherence to a nationwide self-exclusion system,
where a person can self-exclude from all licensed gambling
operators in Sweden (29). AB Svenska Spel is the only gambling
operator owned entirely by the state and operating under
instructions from the Swedish government. In Sweden, online
gambling has increased steeply during the past decade and
represents the most common gambling modality in television
advertisements (30) and the most commonly reported by
treatment-seeking problem gamblers (28). Problem gambling has
recently been reported to increase in the Swedish population,
with the most pronounced increase seen among women (31).
Gambling habits, as well as gambling problems, are known
to differ substantially between women and men (6, 11–14).
Likewise, it has been reported that the characteristics of problem
gambling differ by age; problem gambling in the present setting
is more common in the young (13), and personality factors,
psychiatric comorbidity, and the overall clinical picture in
problem gambling have been described to differ by age (32, 33).

The present study is based on a normative test provided
as part of the responsible gambling tool Playscan, used by the
state-owned Swedish gambling operator AB Svenska Spel. The
Playscan tool has previously been described in scientific papers
(34, 35). Playscan was a sub-department of AB Svenska Spel at
the time of the study and a brand name describing a behavioral
tracking tool that provides a weekly individual risk assessment,
advice, and strategies on how to keep track of gambling behavior.
The Playscan user interface holds several self-tests, related to
responsible gambling, where users can investigate and reflect
upon their gambling habits. The tool is accessible to the user
on AB Svenska Spel’s website and uses an on-site notification
system to get the users’ attention. The Playscan tool has been
operating since 2007 and is fully owned by AB Svenska Spel and
also has been applied by other gambling operators internationally
during the past decade. In 2010, the French gambling operator
La Française des Jeux added Playscan. A year later, it started
to be used by the Swedish lottery Miljonlotteriet. In 2014, the
state-owned Norwegian operator Norsk Tipping started to use
Playscan. In 2019, Loterie Romande in Switzerland launched the
tool to all its players.

Intervention
The present study assessed the change in gambling behavior
following a normative feedback intervention that was a part of the
preexisting responsible gambling tool Playscan. The normative
test was taken at any time during the period January 28 through
April 8, 2019. Players could enter the normative test through any
of two pathways: (1) an on-site notification offered to players
who had gambled with a theoretical loss (36) of at least 500
Swedish kronor (SEK, corresponding to ∼45 Euros) during the
past 5 weeks and with no previous activity in Playscan (passive
method) or (2) by actively clicking on any of several links to
the test inside the Playscan user interface (active method). The

former group included players with possible high-risk gambling
behavior identified by Playscan’s weekly risk analysis. A gambling
pattern associated with risk, according to Playscan, was defined
as an escalation of time and/or money spent on gambling over
time (35). In the test, the client was asked to report the gambling
type that she/he wished to be compared for (sports bettor,
bingo gambler, online casino gambler, poker gambler, or various)
and her/his level of gambling experience (beginner, average,
or advanced). Thereafter, the test consisted of the following
questions derived from the Gambling Quantity and Perceived
Norms Scale [GQPN, (37)]: the client’s frequency of gambling
(days per month), her/his gambling losses during a typical
month, beliefs about peers’ frequency of gambling and typical
monthly loss for the same gambling type (ranging from <SEK 50
to >SEK 50,000), and the client’s estimated loss during the past
month. When the client had answered all the questions, feedback
was presented in the form of a summary of her/his responses,
which were then compared to actual data on the frequency of
playing and average monthly loss for a typical player of the
gambling operator’s Sports and Casino sub-division.

Ethical Considerations
Data on wagers, winnings, and losses for all players who use
the gambling web page are registered and stored by AB Svenska
Spel. All players who entered the test were asked for consent
to include this data, for the past 90 days and the following 90
days in relation to the consent, as well as data from the test, in
the study. Players who declined to give consent could still take
the full test, outside of the study. Entirely anonymized data were
delivered to co-authors JB and AH for statistical analyses. The
study was reviewed and approved by the regional ethics board,
Lund, Sweden (file number 2018/699).

Study Periods
For each study participant, the amount of money wagered and
the net win or loss were logged for 90 days prior to and 90 days
following the intervention. However, data registration started on
January 1, 2019, and the study started on January 28, 2019. This
means that all study participants who were included earlier than
the 90th day of 2019 (March 31) would have missing values for
any gambling taking place before 2019. We therefore chose not
to use any of the data prior to 28 days before the study started
for each individual. Furthermore, due to the nature of the brief
intervention and the hypothesized short duration of any potential
effect, we limited the follow-up time to 28 days following the
intervention. We used the amount of wager as the basis for our
analyses because unlike net win or loss, which has negative values,
a wager can be logarithmized.We thus used data on wager during
the 28 days prior to and the 28 days following the intervention
for each study participant. In a secondary analysis, the same pre-
intervention period was applied (for the reasons stated above),
whereas the post-intervention period studied included 12 weeks
(84 days) post-intervention.

Outcome Variable: Average Daily Wager
The outcome measure used in the study was a change in
wager following the intervention, i.e., the total amount of
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money wagered per day for each study participant (in SEK).
Because of the large proportion of days with no money
spent on gambling (a total of 59.0% of all days for all study
participants), the data had to be reduced in order to avoid an
excessive number of zeroes in the model. We thus averaged
the 56 days of observation for each participant into eight 7-
day periods, four before the intervention (periods 1–4) and
four after the intervention (periods 5–8), and calculated the
average amount of money wagered per day within each period
[average daily wager (ADW)]. In total, in only 18.8% of
such periods did a study participant not spend any money
on gambling.

The study participants might have started gambling at AB
Svenska Spel’s websites at any point prior to the intervention. We
included only 97.1% of study participants who had at least one
gambling occasion during the 28 days prior to the intervention (n
= 1,411). We had no data on whether the clients’ first gambling
occasion during the study period was their first-ever gambling
occasion at the Sports and Casino website. Eighty percent of
this group of participants had their entry into the study (i.e.,
the first gambling occasion during the study period) in the first
period and 10% in the second period. Because of the different
pathways to inclusion in the study outlined above, there was a
potential need to control for the effect of the pathway on the
estimated association between the intervention and gambling
behavior. More specifically, individuals who lost high amounts
of money in a single session might have been included in the
study immediately after the loss, and the subsequent absence
of gambling might not have been related to the intervention
but instead, for example, to a lack of money to wager. For
this reason, we excluded all participants who had their first
gambling occasion in the fourth period (n = 66). In order to
handle potential outliers (i.e., study participants who wagered
extremely high amounts of money compared to the median),
we excluded all participants who were in the top 1% of the
wagered amount in any of the eight periods. This corresponded
to 3.9% (n = 53) of the individuals remaining after having been
excluded for the reasons outlined above. The final number of
study participants was thus 1,292, corresponding to 88.9% of the
individuals who provided informed consent for participation in
the study.

In order to model differences based on the period in which
study participants had their first gambling occasion, we used a
variable describing the first gambling period as a covariate in the
regression model.

Finally, the ADW values were logarithmized in order to
approach a normal distribution more suitable for use in a
multiple regression model. Because the logarithm of 0 is negative
infinity, a value of SEK 1 was added to all periods for all
participants, with the exception of periods prior to the first
period of gambling for each individual, which were excluded
from the analyses.

All ADW values were calculated and reported in local
currency (Swedish krona, SEK). For improved clarification
of the magnitude of findings, values were translated
into US dollars (USD), where nine SEK correspond to
1 USD.

Covariates
The covariates used in the present study were the following:

• Gender: female, male.
• Age at the intervention: we used data on birth year to calculate

the approximate age for each participant based on the fact that
all interventions took place during <3 months, so the errors
should be minimal. Age was divided by 10 and centered at
the median, 39, so that the estimated value in the regression
model reflects the effect of each additional 10 years higher than
the median.

• Method of entry into the study: method of entry was
dichotomized into passive and active methods, with passive
indicating a notification from the gambling site and active
requiring that the participant sought out the intervention
actively. The passive method was used as the reference because
it was far more common.

• Intervention feedback: as described above, participants who
completed all the questions in the intervention received
feedback on their accuracy when estimating how much
other people spend on gaming. We dichotomized the
completers into two groups; those who estimated somewhat
correct with respect to others’ gambling behavior (estimation
less than twice the actual value) and those who highly
overestimated others’ gambling behavior (twice or more than
the actual value). A tripartite intervention feedback variable
was thus created, with non-completers, average estimators,
and overestimators representing the different categories.

• Self-assessed main type of gambling interest: the alternatives
that players could indicate as their main type of gambling
were sports betting, bingo, online casino, poker, and others.
For purposes of the study, sports betting was defined as the
reference because it was by far the largest category, and
casino (the second largest category) and other (including all
other types) were defined as dummy variables in order to be
compared to sports betting.

Statistical Methods
In order to assess the change in ADW following the intervention,
we first created a regression model that estimated the global
association, without including any of the covariates of interest.
This was a mixed model multiple regression model, with a
random intercept for each individual, and will henceforth be
referred to as the structural submodel.

The first set of analyses included a follow-up period of 4
weeks, corresponding to a pre-intervention period of the same
duration. As described above, each individual had six to eight
periods of measurement. The log ADW for each period was used
as the dependent variable. The first independent variable in the
structural submodel was period, ranging from 1 to 8, with 1–
4 referring to the periods prior to the intervention and 5–8 to
the periods following the intervention. The second independent
variable, first period, was a categorical variable defined as the
period in which each individual in the study population had
his/her first gambling period in the data set, as described above.
We devised two strategies to model the change associated with
the intervention. The first strategy, intervention mean change,
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was to estimate the shift of the intercept with a variable defined
as 0 for all periods pre-intervention and 1 for all periods post-
intervention. The second strategy, intervention slope change, was
to estimate the shift of the slope of the curve following the
intervention, and this variable was defined as 0 for all periods
pre-intervention and 1–4 for the periods post-intervention.
We then ran models with all combinations of period, first
period, intervention mean change, and intervention slope change
including at least one of the intervention variables and compared
the resulting 12 models on the Akaike information criterion
and Bayesian information criterion. Both methods favored the
model with period, first period, and intervention slope change
(Supplementary Table S1). The structural submodel can thus be
expressed as in Figure 1:

log (ADW) = intercept + period + first period + intervention
slope change+ random intercept

All covariates were added to the structural submodel both as
an estimate of the effect of the variable itself and as an interaction
effect between the intervention and the variable in question, in
order to assess whether the intervention had different effects
across different levels of each variable. The full adjusted model
thus included a total of 17 fixed variables (5 for the structural
submodel, including the intercept, 7 for the covariates, and 7 for
the interaction terms) and one random intercept.

In a secondary analysis, the same methodology as above was
applied, although with a follow-up period of 12 weeks (84 days)
after the intervention, instead of 4 weeks. As previously, the
pre-intervention period included 4 weeks.

Three sensitivity analyses were performed on the full model
involving the 4-week follow-up. In the first sensitivity analysis,
individuals with a first gambling period other than 1 (15.9%, n=

206) were excluded from the analysis. In the second sensitivity
analysis, all periods with an ADW of 0 were excluded (13.7%,
1,211 of 8,851 periods), and in the third sensitivity analysis,
SEK 10 was added to ADW instead of SEK 1 as in the full
model. In none of the sensitivity analyses was the estimate of
the main intervention effect altered substantially, and neither
were the interaction effects between intervention and age and

FIGURE 1 | Schematic illustration of the variables used in the main regression

mode.

between intervention and overestimation of others’ gambling. In
the second sensitivity analysis, the interaction effect between the
intervention and preference for the online casino was diminished
(from−0.15 to−0.06) and no longer statistically significant. The
interaction effect between the intervention and female gender
was diminished in all the three sensitivity analyses and no longer
statistically significant (Supplementary Table S2).

All data management and analyses were performed in R
3.5.3 (38).

RESULTS

A total of 3,432 individuals entered the test and responded to
the question about consent to include their data in the study. Of
these, 1,453 individuals consented, after applying the exclusion
criteria described in the Methods section. Among these, 84.1%
had their first gambling day within the first period (22–28 days
prior to the intervention), 10.7% within the second period (15–
21 days prior to the intervention), and the remaining 5.3%
within the third period (8–15 days prior to the intervention).
Participants were predominantly male, with only 6.4% women.
The median age was 39 years, ranging from 18 to 90 years with an
interquartile range of 30–51 years. The most common method of
entry into the study was by automated notification by the website
(passive), accounting for 73.6% (n= 951) of the participants and
25.5% (n = 331) actively clicked on a Playscan link. A total of 11
participants had a different method of entry (notification by risk
profiling) and were excluded from the main analysis.

The median ADW was SEK 74.1 (∼USD 8.2) in the 28 days
prior to the intervention and SEK 57.7 (22% lower,∼USD 6.4) in
the 28 days following the intervention. The logarithmized ADW
for the periods before and after the intervention is shown in the
histograms in Figure 2. As can be seen in the figure, there is a
spike of very low values (because SEK 1 was added to all values of
ADW) in the periods prior to the intervention and a larger spike
of zeroes in the periods following the intervention. The second
and third sensitivity analyses described in the Methods section
were performed for this reason.

In Figure 3, the mean logarithmized ADW is shown
for all periods before and after the intervention, as well
as a line representing the predicted values from the main
regression model.

The results from the mixed model multiple regression models
are shown in Table 1. In the second column, the results from
the structural submodel are shown. The conditional R squared
for this model was 0.382, and the marginal R squared was
0.033. In this model, there was a clear statistical effect of
period, first period, and the intervention on the log ADW. The
absolute statistical effect of the intervention was about equal in
size to the effect of the period variable. In the full model, in
which all covariates and interaction terms between the covariates
and the intervention were included, the statistical effect of the
intervention was considerably larger than the effect of period
(−0.29 vs. −0.08). The conditional R squared for this model was
0.385, and the marginal R squared was 0.050.
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FIGURE 2 | Wager data pre- and post-intervention, logarithmized. Weeks before (weeks 1–4) and after (weeks 5–8) intervention.

FIGURE 3 | Average daily log wager before (28 days) and after (28 days) intervention.

There was no linear association between log ADW and gender
or age. However, there was a statistically significant interaction
effect between the intervention and age; this was associated
with an increase of the log ADW following the intervention
with 0.05 per period (95% CI: 0.04, 0.07) for every 10 years
of age in addition to the median age of 39, and, consequently,
with −0.05 for every 10 years of age below the median age.

Likewise, the interaction effect between the intervention and
female gender was significant, with a decrease of log ADW
of −0.10 (95% CI: −0.19, −0.02). Participants with casino as
the preferred gambling type, compared to participants with
sports betting as the preferred type, had a higher log ADW
as well as a steeper decrease of log ADW at −0.15 (95% CI:
−0.26, −0.04) per period following the intervention (interaction
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FIGURE 4 | Secondary analysis; average daily log wager before (28 days) and after (84 days) intervention. Weeks before (weeks 1–4) and after (weeks 5–16) the

intervention.

effect). There were no statistically significant differences between
participants with “other” as the preferred gambling type
when compared to those who reported sports betting as the
preferred type.

Study participants who overestimated howmuch others spend
on gambling had a higher log ADW than those who made more
moderate estimations (0.32, 95% CI: 0.10, 0.54), but neither
overestimators nor non-completers had a significantly different
effect of the intervention than the reference group.

In a post-hoc analysis, we created five equally sized groups
based on ADW for the 28 days prior to the intervention (i.e.,
percentiles < 20, 20–40, 40–60, 60–80, and 80 and above).
The median ADW in SEK for the groups was 35, 63, 98,
185, and 616. The median change following the intervention
in SEK for each of the groups was −1 (3%), −9 (14%), −19
(19%), −56 (30%), and −233 (38%). When assessing the mean
values, the result for the highest group is striking. In that
group, the mean ADW prior to the intervention was SEK
922, and the mean change in ADW following the intervention
was SEK 305 (i.e., a 33% decrease). This corresponds to a
wagered amount of SEK 25,825 during the 4 weeks prior to
the intervention and SEK 17,293 during the 4 weeks following
the intervention.

Results from the 12-week follow-up are demonstrated in
Table 2 and Figure 4. Here, the overall decrease in ADW
(intervention slope) remained significant (p < 0.001), but with
a less steep slope (−0.11, 95% CI: −0.15, −0.07) than in
the 4-week follow-up. In this model, online casino gambling
was no longer significantly associated with decreased ADW.
Also, the interaction of intervention slope and gender was no
longer significant.

DISCUSSION

The present study demonstrated an association between an
online intervention addressing norms and beliefs about gambling
in individuals with a potentially hazardous gambling pattern,
and a subsequent change in gambling behavior. The association
between the intervention and the subsequent reduction in
wagering, over 4 weeks post-intervention, was stronger in
younger individuals and in online casino gamblers and lower
in non-casino gamblers. However, while these interactions were
statistically significant, they were diminutive when compared to
themagnitude of the overall association between the intervention
and the outcome measure. The sensitivity analyses, designed to
assess the robustness of the results under various alternative
conditions, did not alter this main finding substantially, which
lends support to the validity of the association. In the
longer analysis of 12 weeks post-intervention, the reduction
in wagering remained significant but less pronounced than
in the 4-week model, and a significant association between
decreased wagering and online casino gambling was no
longer seen.

In the present setting, online casino gambling has been shown
to play a particular role in problem gambling in recent years.
Online casino is the most common type of gambling reported
by treatment seekers in a clinical setting (28), and in a recent
survey, in a sample of online gamblers, recent online casino
gamblers were considerably more likely to fulfill criteria for
problem gambling, compared to online gamblers reporting other
typologies of gambling (6). Thus, an online casino may have a
closer link to problem gambling than other types and modalities
of gambling, at least in a setting where gambling is predominantly
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TABLE 1 | Mixed model regression models on log ADW as dependent variable.

Variables Structural submodel Full model

Estimate (95% CI) Estimate (95% CI) p-value

Period −0.07 (−0.11, −0.04) −0.08 (−0.11, −0.04) <0.001

First period

1 (reference) 1

2 −0.44 (−0.67, −0.21) −0.32 (−0.55, −0.09) 0.006

3 −0.72 (−1.04, −0.40) −0.58 (−0.91, −0.26) <0.001

Intervention slope

change

−0.09 (−0.14, −0.03) −0.29 (−0.39, −0.19) <0.001

Female sex −0.08 (−0.39, 0.23) 0.610

Age (per 10 years) 0.04 (−0.02, 0.09) 0.163

Entry method −0.27 (−0.44, −0.09) 0.002

Preferred

gambling type

Betting

(reference)

1

Online casino 0.41 (0.01, 0.81) 0.046

Other −0.12 (−0.33, 0.08) 0.237

Intervention

feedback

Moderate

estimation

1

Over-estimation 0.32 (0.10, 0.54) 0.004

Non-completer 0.15 (−0.07, 0.37) 0.187

Intervention x Sex −0.10 (−0.19, −0.02) 0.021

Intervention x Age 0.05 (0.04, 0.07) <0.001

Intervention x

Entry

0.00 (−0.04, 0.05) 0.895

Intervention x

Casino

−0.15 (−0.26, −0.04) 0.007

Intervention x

Other

0.04 (−0.02, 0.09) 0.169

Intervention x

Over-estimation

−0.05 (−0.11, 0.01) 0.120

Intervention x

Non-completer

−0.02 (−0.08, 0.04) 0.457

Four-week follow-up post-intervention.

carried out online. The features of online gambling are known
to be particularly addictive; return-to-player rates are high, and
time between wagered money and the result, and to the next
wagering, is minimal. Thus, loss of control may be particularly
pronounced in this type of gambling. It remains to be understood
why this type of gambling, where the level of wagering was higher,
was associated with a larger decrease in wagering during the first
weeks after the intervention, while it did not remain a significant
predictor of decreased wagering later during the follow-up.

In the present study, gender was not significantly associated
with wagering, and while there was a small interaction between
the intervention and female gender, this association was
diminished and not statistically significant in the sensitivity
analyses, casting doubts on the validity of this result. Gender
is a factor known to influence gambling and problem gambling
to a large extent; women and men tend to gamble on different
types of games andmodalities (39), but also have different courses

TABLE 2 | Mixed model regression models on log ADW as dependent variable.

Variables Full model

Estimate (95% CI) p-value

Period −0.11 (−0.14, −0.08) <0.001

First period

1 (reference) 1

2 −0.63 (−0.88, −0.39) <0.001

3 −0.62 (−0.96, −0.28) <0.001

Intervention slope change −0.11 (−0.15, −0.07) <0.001

Female sex −0.19 (−0.52, 0.14) 0.259

Age (per 10 years) 0.06 (0.00, 0.12) 0.042

Entry method −0.25 (−0.43, −0.07) 0.007

Preferred gambling type

Betting (reference) 1

Online casino 0.29 (−0.14, 0.71) 0.185

Other −0.10 (−0.32, 0.11) 0.342

Intervention feedback

Moderate estimation 1

Over-estimation 0.26 (0.03, 0.49) 0.027

Non-completer 0.10 (−0.14, 0.33) 0.422

Intervention x Sex 0.00 (−0.02, 0.02) 0.894

Intervention x Age 0.02 (0.02, 0.03) <0.001

Intervention x Entry 0.00 (−0.01, 0.01) 0.711

Intervention x Casino −0.05 (−0.08, −0.02) 0.001

Intervention x Other 0.01 (−0.01, 0.01) 0.242

Intervention x Over-estimation 0.01 (−0.01, 0.02) 0.523

Intervention x Non-completer 0.00 (−0.02, 0.01) 0.662

Twelve-week follow-up post-intervention.

in the development of problem gambling, with a later onset
(40) and higher psychiatric comorbidity in women (28, 41, 42).
While problem gambling traditionally is more common in men
than in women, some previous data suggest the opposite trend
in the present setting when only online gamblers are studied
(6). Based on the present findings, a normative intervention
in online gambling appears to be promising for both genders,
when controlling for the type of gambling reported and possibly
associated with a slightly larger reduction in wagering in women.

Likewise, the reduction in wagering post-intervention
was larger among younger individuals. Few comparable
interventions, although not delivered in the same context as
here, have been tested in studies where age has been used
as a co-factor to control for (15), where findings have been
conflicting (16), or where age has been aimed to be similar across
intervention and control groups (17, 27). Thus, the present
study finding of a larger reduction in wagering among younger
individuals, following a normative feedback intervention, needs
to be replicated in future studies. Problem gambling is common
in the young, as shown in general population data from the
present setting (43), and has been shown to be associated with
poorer life satisfaction (44) and with other psycho-pathological
features (45). This clearly underlines the importance of further
intervention research addressing young gamblers, and where
mental health and life satisfaction also can be addressed.
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The mode of entry into the study was of no significant
importance to the change in wagering. Thus, the change
in gambling behavior following the studied intervention did
not differ depending on whether the gambler herself/himself
sought the risk assessment, which constituted the way into this
intervention, or whether the intervention was initiated by the
gambling operator identifying the potentially risky gambling
behavior. This finding supports the possible use of the present
intervention in both conditions. Also, the promising associations
seen here, regardless of how the gambler was introduced to the
intervention, lend support to the use of responsible gambling
practices overall by a gambling operator. This may be particularly
important given the low treatment seeking in gambling disorder
(10), which leads to the rationale of using the gambling situation
as a window of opportunity for motivational or supporting
messages to the gambler.

An important aspect of the results is the degree of the clinical
utility of the decreases in wagering demonstrated. The figures
presented (SEK 74.1 and 57.7 before and after the intervention,
respectively) are median values in a highly skewed distribution.
The mean values pre- and post-intervention were SEK 261
(∼USD 29) vs. SEK 208 (∼USD 23), which can be translated
to a monthly difference of about SEK 1,490 (∼USD 166). The
magnitude of the decrease in wagering seen in the study should be
seen in the context of the intervention being brief and automated
and the short-term follow-up in the study. Thus, given the
relatively limited intervention delivered here, it can be argued
that a decrease of SEK 1,490 (∼USD 166) in wagering is relatively
substantial. More studies are needed using this type of normative
feedback intervention delivered by a gambling operator, but the
decrease seen in association with the intervention here can be
interpreted at least as promising. While the results should be
interpreted with caution, the decrease seen in association with
the intervention here can be interpreted at least as promising.
More studies are needed, in other settings and with longer follow-
up periods, using this type of normative feedback intervention
delivered by a gambling operator.

Implications of the present study include the strengthened
support for the feasibility of addressing gamblers’ attitudes
and beliefs about gambling in future interventions aiming
to reduce at-risk gambling. Based on previous findings, the
present study aimed to test the promising normative intervention
model also when provided by the gambling operator itself.
While this was found in this nonrandomized controlled study
design, although with non-completers as a control condition,
this proved to be at least promising for further study and
further use by gambling operators as part of their responsible
gambling strategies. In particular, the present findings may
have implications for gambling operators in other settings with
a high level of online gambling, i.e., where the intervention
can be delivered—and measured—within the framework of
online interaction. Although beyond the scope of the present
study, it also supports further studies on normative feedback
interventions particularly in online casino gamblers in treatment
and support settings. It is known that individuals with problem
gambling may seek treatment or help in many different ways and
that this type of interactive online contact may represent one of
these strategies (46).

The present study translates previously promising findings in
normative feedback interventions to the setting of a gambling
operator as part of its responsible gambling practices in their
relationship with its customers, in contrast to previous studies
addressing either university students or adults from the general
population screening positive for problem gambling (22). Also,
this study translates these previous findings into the present
setting where gambling is online in many cases, and where
the online setting provides an opportunity for intervention in
close association with the gambling situation. This differs to
some extent from previous studies; Neighbors and co-workers
(21) studied a college student sample with primarily land-
based gambling types, including playing cards for money, casino
gambling, or lotteries. In the study by Hodgins and co-workers
(23), an online intervention was delivered to a nontreatment-
seeking sample among whom a majority reported gambling
on electronic gambling machines. Theoretically, the strength of
the intervention is to help individuals reflect on their level of
gambling as perceived in comparison to the gambling of others
and that the individuals may correct their misperceptions about
how much others gamble (21). In this case, such a normative
feedback intervention may be particularly helpful when provided
directly by the gambling operator, thereby displaying—in close
temporal association with the actual gambling situation—the true
level of the individual’s gambling on that operator’s sites.

The present study has limitations: the first is that the results
of the study cannot be compared to those of a formal control
group, such as in a randomized controlled design, although non-
completers were instead analyzed here as a control condition.
Future studies should compare the present type of normative
intervention to an “as-usual” condition or to another control
group in order to better control for the possibility of the results
being caused by regression toward the mean. It shall be borne in
mind that despite the promising pattern seen after the normative
intervention in the present study, it cannot be excluded that
a decline in gambling, after a more intense gambling period,
might be due to decreasing financial resources of the individuals,
other barriers to gambling imposed by financial constraints or by
families of the gambler, or other natural fluctuations in at-risk
gamblers. For example, it has recently been shown that high-level
gambling patterns may vary substantially over time (47), which is
also in accordance with the fact that many individuals vary over
time in their fulfillment of problem gambling definitions (13).

Moreover, the follow-up time in the study was limited.
Several other intervention studies using real-world data on brief
interventions carried out by the gambling operator have used
follow-up periods that were as short, or shorter, compared to
the present one. In contrast to the somewhat longer follow-
up periods in studies carried out in other populations than
in gambling operator clients (22), several studies using brief
messages from a gambling operator have used short follow-up
periods. These follow-up durations have included a number of
days (16), or studied gambling outcomes in even closer proximity
to the actual intervention (15). One study of an intervention
of a loss-limit reminder from a Norwegian gambling operator
included a 3-month follow-up, i.e., similar in duration to the
secondary analysis of the present study (27). An exception is the
1-year follow-up of a telephone or letter intervention in Norway,
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which thereby, however, can be assumed to represent a more in-
depth intervention than the brief and automated ones described
in the present study and elsewhere (17).

Although a 4-week study period prior to the intervention
was maintained, a secondary analysis was conducted, involving
12 weeks of follow-up post-intervention. The pre-intervention
period in that analysis was maintained at 28 days, as the number
of included individuals with a full study period would otherwise
be more limited; individuals who entered the study during the
month prior to the intervention would otherwise be missing in
a longer pre-intervention period. Although the pre- and post-
intervention periods do not have the same duration and therefore
cannot be readily comparable, this analysis demonstrates no
tendency for ADW values to return to pre-intervention levels.
While this further supports the impression of a downward trend
in wagering following the normative feedback intervention, the
largest decrease may occur during the first weeks after the
intervention. Further studies should address whether normative
feedback interventions may need to be repeated in order to
maintain a decrease in gambling over a longer follow-up period.

Gambling through other companies than the present one
cannot be detected in the study. Likewise, as no actual self-
report data were available, no diagnostic criteria were available,
and therefore, beyond the sole reporting of the risk level from
the test, no other measures of problem gambling or gambling
disorder could be included. The aim of the study was to test a
model for intervention by a gambling operator in individuals
with a theoretical at-risk gambling pattern, or an own interest
in taking a risk gambling test, rather than a clinical intervention
in individuals presenting with a manifest gambling problem.
Likewise, the present intervention included one specific gambling
operator and was conducted in one specific geographical setting,
where problem gambling is predominantly online-based (28).
Therefore, the findings cannot readily be generalized to other
gambling operators or to settings where a higher percentage of
problem gamblers report land-based gambling.

In conclusion, a normative feedback intervention, asking
questions about an individual’s gambling patterns and her/his
beliefs about peer gambling, may be associated with a decrease in
gambling in online gamblers hypothesized to have a potentially
hazardous gambling pattern. While such an intervention
previously has not been studied in its direct administration
from a gambling operator, it here proved at least feasible in
the context of a state-owned gambling operator, although its
further use in other types of gambling settings may need to be
tested. The association between the normative intervention and
the reduction in wagering was stronger in younger individuals
and stronger in the short term in online casino gamblers. In a

longer time frame, following up individuals for 12 weeks post-
intervention, the association with reduced gambling patterns
may be less pronounced. These results can be seen as promising,
and although they should be interpreted with caution, they call
for future studies in larger study samples and in other settings,
including longer follow-up durations.
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